
Student Models:  

(A) By writing the song “I Won’t Say I’m In Love,” the author is trying to convey their feelings about the 

gender stereotype where female characters always seem to fall in love with the male character or hero. 

(C) In the text, the author states “It’s too cliché, I won’t say I’m in love”.  (E) The author refers to being in 

love as a cliché due to how common the act of women falling in love is. Female characters are often 

seen as simply love interests, even when denying being in love or rejecting male characters. (D) Women 

are often passed over if they are not considered a love interest, as is the sad but frequent truth 

regarding women in music and literature.  

(A) In the poem “Phenomenal Woman”, Maya Angelou is trying to tell us that, although she doesn’t look 

like the typical woman, she still walks through life with confidence. Society thinks that to be pretty, you 

must be built like a supermodel. (C) As said in the poem, “Pretty women wonder where my secret lies. 

I’m not cute or built to suit a fashion model’s size.” (E) This means that while not being society’s version 

of a beautiful woman, her presence draws people in. She carries herself with such confidence and 

mystery, which allows people to look past traditional beauty. (C) Another example of Maya’s confidence 

is when she says, “Now you understand why my head is not bowed”. (E) This confirms how, in society, 

women are expected to be obedient and conform to men’s expectations. She defies all of the standard 

rules for women when she doesn’t conform.  (D) The poem comments on societal beauty standards for 

women and how it drives men and society crazy to see a woman with power how stands up against 

those standards).  

Student Assignment for 9/13:  

Your assignment for today (9/13) is to write an ACED Paragraph over the Truman Show that answers the 

following question: “How does the author use dystopian elements to comment on our society?”. Unlike 

your song/poem/comic strip ACED paragraph, you need two citations for this paragraph, meaning you 

should have two citations and two explanations (ACECED). Choose two different dystopian elements 

(setting, POV, types of control) to discuss how the creators of the film commented on a problem within 

our society.  

Stem, if needed for A,: The creators of “The Truman Show use_(what dystopian element?) and_(what 

other dystopian element?)  to comment on how our society  (what problem was addressed in the film?).  

 


